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Abstract

One of the major benefits of offshore wind power is a smoothing effect on the energy price, 
because it has it's own generation pattern with high average utilization, but also a more variable 
predictability  for  which  ensemble  predictions  are  designed.  A  Multi-Scheme  Ensemble 
Prediction system (MSEPS) is  used in this  project  to  provide data  to quantify  the forecast 
uncertainty  and  develop  new  power  prediction  methods  making  use  of  the  additional 
information contained in the ensemble data. 
In this first part of the project a 2.5 year simulation with the MSEPS has been carried out. The 
ensemble data was used to simulate a future scenario of 14GW wind power in the Northsea. 
For  this  purpose  an  algorithm  based  on  ensemble  predictions  is  introduced  to  upscale 
generation from 2 locations in the Northsea, the FINO1 platform and the Horns Rev wind farm. 
The validity of the algorithm and the error  statistics of  this future scenario are studied and 
compared to other sites and areas around the world. 
Additionally  a  new  methodology  for  the  power  conversion  with  ensemble  predictions  is 
described  and applied to the Horns Rev offshore wind farm. With this new algorithm the power 
curve is orthogonally fitted to have a better description of the ’true’ power curve. A one year 
experiment has been carried out and compared to the classical least square minimisation. This 
results in ensemble forecasts that are more reliable in a probabilistic sense. 

Introduction

The wind farm output  of large wind farms change between nearly constant output  to highly 
variable  power  output.  A  balance  responsible  would  therefore  benefit  from  knowing  the 
variability of a wind farm in advance. Some understanding of the observed variability and the 
corresponding forecast error on large wind farms has been gathered in the past few years. In 
fact, it was found that the size of the wind farm and the average generation (load factor) play a 
stronger role for the predictability than the location of the wind farm, i.e. whether the wind farm 
is onshore or offshore (e.g. [1], [2]). Nevertheless, there exist a number of challenges that have 
impact on the predictability of offshore wind power, such as the sea-atmosphere interaction, 
correlations  of  generated  power,  power  curve  estimation  over  sea,  and  not  to  forget  the 
integration of offshore wind power that require further intense research (e.g.[ 3]). 
In this project we are studying these interactions further by combining developments in ocean, 
weather and wind power prediction to create an optimised model system. The objective of this 
project is to combine an ocean model with an ensemble prediction system in coarse resolution 
to simulate the larger scales of the weather and ocean and add a high resolution ensemble to 
provide best possible data for training of different wind to power conversion approaches.

One of our focal points is the environmental value of wind power that can be increased by 
knowing the reserve requirements needed for the steep ramp rates of single wind farms. The 
reserve requirements are a function of the accuracy of the wind power prediction, but also the 
variability of the weather. By not only predicting the most likely production of the wind farm, but 
also the expected ramping and variability, the reserve requirements can be adjusted up and 
down in advance. A deterministic high resolution numerical weather prediction system gives 
one result and no information about the expected uncertainty at a given time. An ensemble of 
forecasts can be used to generate a probability density function of the most likely outcome.
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The variability of the wind farm output within one hour is however not well  predicted by today's 
ensemble prediction systems, because they predict a wind speed which is averaged over an 
area much larger than the physical extend of offshore wind farms such as the Horns Rev wind 
farm. Therefore, the spatial and time resolution of the ensemble output needs to be increased 
to achieve a good estimate of the reserve requirements and a better air sea interaction scheme 
is required to simulate the planetary boundary layer eddies and the atmospheric flow under 
non-neutral conditions.
In the following, we describe the first part of the HREnsemble project. We discuss results from 
a long term simulation in the Northsea which aimed at understanding the variability and the 
impact of large amounts of concentrated wind power in a future Northsea scenario. The new 
power curve estimation methodology making use of the additional information of the ensemble 
predictions will follow thereafter. 

Ensemble Simulations covering North Sea, Baltic Sea and Irish Sea

In this first part of the project, WEPROG generated ensemble simulations over a period of 2.5 
years (from September 2004 to March 2007)  covering the North sea, the Baltic sea and the 
Irish sea with WEPROG's Multi-Scheme Ensemble Prediction System (MSEPS). 
The simulation contained 75 Ensemble members that were computed over the 2.5 years four 
times per day  with a forecast length of 48h ahead and 30 weather variables, which were stored 
in hourly resolution from all  75 ensemble members. This simulation was equivalent to 1500 
model years:  75fc x 4perday x 2days x 2.5years = 1500 model years. 

Point data was generated for 63 partially planned and partially operational wind farm locations 
in the North sea, Baltic sea and the Irish sea. Among these, 29 locations were in the Danish-
German-Dutch part of the Northsea, of which two are operational. In the Irish sea and the UK 
part  of  the  Northsea there  were  19 wind  farm locations  and 15 wind  farm locations  were 
modelled in the Baltic sea.  Figure 1 shows a placemark at all  the wind farm locations in a 
Google Earth generated figure. 

The following verification will however focus on the sites in the Danish-German-Dutch part of 
the Northsea. These simulations have been verified and analysed in order to gain knowledge 
about the quality of the ensemble data in the European oceans and to provide robust data for:

●  Studies of  future wind power scenarios
●  Development of new offshore power prediction technologies
●  Quantification of the smoothing effect from many large farms relative to  a single farm
● Quantify the quality of the forecasts and define targets for necessary improvements

Figure 1: Locations of the wind farm sites that were part of the experiment.



The Measurements

Measurements for the Horns Rev wind farm were provided by Vattenfall. The Horns Rev wind 
farm was constructed in 2002 and is still one of the two  largest offshore wind farms 5 years 
after the construction started.  The wind farm is sited in Denmark, 14-20 km into the North Sea, 
west of Blåvands Huk and consists of 80 2MW wind turbines. There are 4 measurement masts 
that  include  measurements  of  wind  speeds  and  directions  at  four  levels;  temperature; 
atmospheric pressure, influx of light and registration of lightning. The measurements used in 
this study were from the north-westerly mast. 

Additionally, meteorological data from the FINO1 research platform (http://www.fino1.de) has 
been used in this  study.  The FINO1 platform has been erected in 2003 in the North  Sea, 
approximately 45km off the island of Borkum under the so-called FINO program, funded by the 
German ministry for the environment, conservation of nature and nuclear security (BMU) and 
represented by the research center PT Jülich GmbH. The platform is situated in close proximity 
to the first  approved German offshore wind farm. Access to the FINO1 database has been 
granted by the German federal maritime and hydrographic agency (BSH),  

Estimation Method for aggregated future Northsea offshore wind power

In order to verify the quality and identify the weaknesses of the ensemble prediction system not 
only on a single site, but also in a future scenario, the verification focused  on a future scenario 
of 29 wind farm locations in the Danish-German-Dutch part of the Northsea and included the 
operational HornsRev wind farm and all of those Danish, German and Dutch wind farms that 
have received planning permission in the second stage. This amounted in a total capacity of 
14GW. 
 
Since there is no production data from future sites, we have designed an algorithm to simulate 
generation of these 14GW with an observation-like time series for each of the future wind farms 
estimated via a combination of ensemble forecasts for all wind farms and measurements from 
the Horns Rev wind farm data and FINO1 data. For the latter we estimated a power curve for a 
capacity  of  500MW  and  generated  power  output  time  series  from  the  wind  speed 
measurements  at  FINO1  for  a  virtual  FINO1  wind  farm.  When  referring  to  FINO1  in  the 
following paragraphs, it is the virtual 500MW wind farm at the location of the FINO1 wind mast. 
The same technique was used for the Horns Rev wind farm but with 200MW.  In fact, we found 
that the generated time series of wind power from wind measurements at the mast located at 
the north-westerly corner at Horns Rev was very similar to the observed wind power. Hence, 
there is no requirement to expect significant errors from this approximation.  
The next  step in  the  estimation of  the aggregated  power  output  was  to compute  forecast 
correlations between:

➔ each future wind farm and the FINO1 wind farm 
➔ each future wind farm and the HornsRev (HRV) wind farm

Once the correlation was computed, the forecast error at FINO1 and HRV was computed. We 
then made the assumption that the total error at a given farm is correlated partially to FINO1 
and partially  to Horns Rev. The correlation is determined from ensemble forecasts over 30 
months.
The error defined as forecast (FC) minus measurement (OBS) at each hour is then interpolated 
from HRV and FINO1 at  each future wind farm according to the corresponding correlation 
coefficient::

ERRwf(i) =  ERRHRV * CHRV(i) + ERRFINO * CFINO(i)  for i=1..29       1.1

with coefficients CHRV and  CFINO are computed with:       

Cref i=corr FC ref  ,FC i 
EPS stdv i

EPSstdv ref 
for i=1..29                   1.2

http://www.fino-offshore.de/
http://www.fino-offshore.de/
http://www.fino-offshore.de/


The sum of all 29 wind farms at each hour is then computed to a time series of aggregated 
“Northsea Power Observations”:

Powernorthsea=∑
i=1

29

FCwf i−ERRwf i                 1.3

In this computation we do not assume that the weather is correlated, but we assume that the 
forecast error is spatially correlated. This is a lower approximation level and this means that we 
do not assume that the wind speed varies linearly in space between the two reference sites. 
More over we exploit that the uncertainty is dependent on the weather at each location. The 
error is automatically scaled up if there is a front located in the region also if the front is not 
visible at neither FINO1 nor Horns Rev. Similar if one of the two reference points have a high 
instant error due to a front, which is only present at a few wind farms including the reference, 
then this will be accounted for consistently via the ensemble spread. The estimation method is 
therefore physically consistent if the ensemble spread is representative for the uncertainty in 
the weather forecast. It is important to use time averaged measurements to prevent that the 
highest  frequencies  are  assumed  to  be  concurrent  at  all  sites.  The  time  scale  of  typical 
Planetary Boundary Layer eddies must be filtered out on the reference sites. This was done by 
time integration of the power computation over one hour.

In this study we have evaluated the error directly in power space. One can argue that the error 
is more linear in wind speed and that correlations are better estimated in wind than power. 
Therefore, our plan is to redo the estimation in wind once 48 months of data is available in 
February  2008.  The  correlation  coefficients  should  then  be  computed  from  the  weather 
ensemble to further increase the accuracy. It should be noted that that the ensemble spread 
used in this calculation has to be representative already on the 6 hour  horizon in order to 
provide reliable results at each site. The MSEPS ensemble has been specifically developed for 
this purpose although designed for forecasting methods.

The estimation method can be used to estimate the wind power production on land as well, if 
applied on wind, such that local effects can be included in the power computation on each farm. 
The distance between the two reference sites in the Northsea is short measured on a synoptic 
scale. The assumption, that the forecast error is correlated is reasonable, because the errors 
will be weather system dependent. Thus, if the wind speed is under-predicted in one part of the 
warm sector belonging to a given low, then it is a good approximation to assume that this holds 
for  other  sites located  in the same warm sector.  This  pattern also applies to sites  located 
behind the cold front.  This was found when correlating a number of sites and areas around the 
Northsea as shown in  Table 1.  Because of a lack of  measurements  in the UK part  of  the 
Northsea, it was not possible to include the UK part of the offshore wind farms in this study. 

Wind Power generation at different places

In Figure 2 a number of different frequency distributions of wind power generation is displayed. 
The frequency distribution of the actual generation is computed by counting the number of 
hours with generation within a certain interval. The possible output values lie between 0 and 
100% of the full capacity. This interval is divided into 20 equally sized sub intervals/bins. 

Table 1: Correlation coefficients for various sites/areas interesting for European offshore wind

Number Correlat ion Site/Area
1 0,97 Northsea – FINO1
2 0,92
3 0,90 Northsea – Germany
4 0,79 Northsea – Baltic Sea
5 0,77
6 0,69

Northsea – HornsRev

NorthSea – Irish Sea
FINO1 – HornsRev



The most ideal distribution is found in Australia, where we observe a near-Gaussian distribution 
of the wind power generation. This is ideal, because it implies relatively small spot market price 
variations due to the varying wind power generation. This is opposite to the western part of 
Denmark, where wind power is a price maker. That means, the energy price is high while the 
wind generation is low and the energy price is low while the wind generation is high.  

The west Danish energy market is getting saturated with energy during the windy periods due 
to the large installed capacity, which is higher  than the minimum demand. Such conditions 
makes it  difficult  to  reach the marginal  cost  level  of  wind energy on market  terms without 
production  incentives.  Ireland  follows  the  pattern  from  Denmark,  but  there  is  seldom  no 
generation from wind. Ireland will experience the same saturation problem as Denmark, but at 
a lower capacity, because of the weaker interconnection level. t While the Northsea area does 
not have the pronounced high in the lower generation levels as Germany, Denmark and Alberta 
in Canada, there is an increase of generation at the upper end of the generation bin. This is the 
same in Alberta and seems to be an indicator for relative higher average load factors than in 
the other areas. The Danish and German distribution are relatively similar in the lower bins, but 
differ  in  the  higher  bins,  indicating  the  higher  load  factors  achieved  in  Denmark.  When 
extrapolating the future Northsea wind power generation distribution with that of Germany, it 
seems that the Northsea wind power will increase the overall efficiency of German wind power 
and guarantee a more constant output from wind power, which is generally adding value to this 
type of energy source.
We have shown in our last project  report  [4], that a single wind farm will  generate a large 
number  of  high  load hours   and also  much  larger  amounts  of  no  generation.  The  higher 
frequency of high and low generation is due to the flat ranges on the turbines power curve. 
When  aggregating  wind  farms,  these  effects  disappear  and  hence  the  power  production 
becomes more continuous.

Verification of the forecasting error of a future Northsea wind power scenario of 14GW 

One of the key challenges of large scale integration of offshore wind power is the problematic 
synergy of large amounts of installed wind power per area unit  and correlated variable power 
generation. It is known that any wind farm in windy conditions with an average load factor over 
30% generates variable power output. The difficulty lies in the fact that correlated power output 
is  more difficult  to integrate on the grid and in the case of offshore wind power these two 
phenomena appear together. 

Figure 2:  Frequency Distribution of wind power production in different countries.
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The forecast horizon used in this experiment is two days ahead relative to 00, 06, 12 and 18 
hours in UTC time. The error is accumulated in 6 hour intervals centered at 3, 9, 15, 21, 27, 33, 
39 and 45 hours in order to eliminate a disturbing cyclic or random behavior generated by 
either very wrong measurements or short lasting peaks in the  forecast error. 

We have investigated and compared the smoothing effect of 2 wind farms against 1 wind farm, 
2 single wind farms, one onshore coastal site and one offshore wind farm and the difference of 
aggregated onshore wind power  and offshore wind power of similar capacity and load factor 
(Figure 3). Note that in all figures, the red lines denote the mean absolute error (MAE), the 
green lines denote the bias, the blue lines denote the normalised mean absolute error and the 
gray lines denote the mean load.
In  Figure 3a we compared FINO1 wind farm (line points) with the aggregated FINO1+HRV 
(solid lines) to study the smoothing effect of multiple wind farms. It can be seen that the MAE 
and the nMEA error reduce  by approximately 1% and 5%, respectively and nearly proportional 
to the single site, which indicates the strong correlation of the 2 wind farms. The mean load of 
the aggregated wind power is almost 2% higher, while the bias stays the same, which indicates 
that the error is directly connected to the higher bias in a single farm.   
In Figure 3b, we compared FINO1 (line points) with a large coastal wind farm in South Australia 
of  approximately  100MW  (solid  lines).  In  the  MAE  we  can  see  that  the  error  growth  is 
significantly higher and although the Northsea wind farm starts with an almost 2% lower error, 
the error crosses the onshore site after 30 hours. Looking at the nMAE, where the error is 
counted relative to the produced power and the mean load of the 2 farms, it becomes visible 
that the generated power has a lower error and is hence more secure production offshore than 
on land. This also means that  the higher load factor offshore does not  necessarily imply a 
negative impact on the produced power and hence the integration. 
In Figure 3c, we compared aggregated wind power of FINO1 + HRV (680MW) with aggregated 
wind power in Australia, consisting of 6 wind farms with a capacity of 450MW. The error growth 
on the MAE is also here significantly higher offshore than on land with a mean load difference 
of approximately 10%. What is interesting to note is that the nMAE is no longer visibly better for 
the offshore farms as seen in  Figure 3b, because of the smoothing effect when aggregating a 
number of farms in Australia. The reason for this is most likely the higher correlation of the 
weather in the Northsea and the more dense population of wind turbines (see also Table 1). 

To summarise the findings of  this  experiment,  it  has been found that  the characteristics of 
offshore power forecasting are that: 

➔ the error is high relative to the installed capacity
➔ the error is low relative to the generated power   

However, the forecast error growth is higher than for wind power on land due to the uncertainty 
in the weather forecast process. More detailed analysis of the data set than provided here point 
to that the main reason why the offshore wind farm forecast error has a steeper growth relative 
to the installed capacity is that there exist no wind direction for which the error growth is low. 
Wind farms on the coast have a certain fraction of the wind rose with lower generation and 
error growth with forecast horizon, which makes the error appear lower. However, the average 
generation is then also lower from this wind direction. It would therefore be wrong to conclude 
that offshore wind power has lower predictability, although a first glance on the results indicates 
that it is so.
To find methods to improve these uncertainties further analysis is requires on wind directions 
(land/sea), stability, seasonal effects, bias as well as on the ocean-atmosphere interaction. The 
results from the off-line coupling of the MSEPS and GETM ocean model will be an important 
step towards the inclusion of variable sea surface temperature into the atmospheric model. 
Additionally, it has been found that other useful forecasting techniques should be applied and 
further developed as add-ons to the traditional raw power forecasts. Especially, the ramp rate 
forecasting and the short-term prediction as well as the reserve prediction will be able to take 
advantage of the additional information that an ensemble prediction system provides and hence 
assist in the management of large amounts of wind power and the trading of wind power in the 
liberalised markets day-ahead as well as on intra-day basis. 



New Methodology of ensemble conversion for power curve estimation

Local polynomial regression is an appealing nonparametric approach to modelling a wind farm 
power curve, for which the model coefficients can be adaptively estimated with recursive Least 
Squares (LS) methods, see e.g. [5,6 ]. An assumption when applying LS estimation methods is 
that a noise component is present in the response variable only, i.e. the power output in our 
case. However, it appears unlikely that the forecasts of meteorological variables used as input 
do not have an error component. Recently, results in [7] showed that the application of local 
polynomial  regression  with  LS fit  may yield  to  somewhat  inaccurate  estimates  of  the  true 
conversion function, even though it may still be appropriate for point prediction purposes, where 

Figure  3:   statistical  evaluation of  the error  growth  over  the  forecast  length  at   (a)  FINO1 
(500MW)  with  FINO1+HRV  (680MW),  (b)  FINO1  wf  and  an  Australian  coastal  wind  farm 
(100MW) and (c) FINO1+HRV and aggregated Australian wind power (450MW). The left figure 
show MAE error and bias, the right figures show normalised nMAE on generated power and 
mean load. In figure (a) FINO1 is displayed with line points, FINO1+HRV with solid lines. In (b) 
and (c) FINO1 and FINO1+HRV are displayed with line points, and the the Australian farm(s) 
wind solid lines.  



error measures are calculated against noisy response data. Our aim when using a power curve 
model  for  the  conversion  of  ensemble  forecasts  of  meteorological  variables  to  ensemble 
forecasts of wind power is for it to be a faithful description of the true wind-to-power conversion 
process  [8  ].  Therefore,  instead  of  adaptively  estimating  the  Horns  Rev  power  curve  by 
minimizing a  LS criterion,  this  power curve is  adaptively  fitted by minimizing a Total  Least 
Squares (TLS) criterion, as described in [9]. This latter method will be referred to as orthogonal 
fitting of the power curve model in the following.

Figure 4: Power curves estimated at Horns Rev at the end of January 2006, for both Least-
Squares (LS) and orthogonal fitting of the power curve mode.

Results from a one year experiment using the Total Least Square fitting method

Focus  is  given to  the  total  power  output  at  Horns  Rev.  The  period  for  which  wind  power 
production measurements are available goes from February 16th 2005 until January 26th 2006. 
Raw measurements consist in 1s instantaneous production values for each of the 80 turbines. 
A sampling  procedure has  been developed  in  order  to  obtain  time-series  of  hourly  power 
averages.  Because  there  may  be  some  erroneous  or  suspicious  data  in  the  raw 
measurements, the sampling procedure has a threshold parameter, which corresponds to the 
minimum percentage of data that need to be considered as valid in a given time interval, so that 
the related power average is considered as valid too. 

The chosen threshold is 75%. Over the 11 months period, 27% of hourly power averages are 
then discarded. Both power measurements and forecasts are normalized by the wind farm 
nominal capacity, thus making displayed values restricted to the [0,1] interval.

Concerning ensemble forecasts of meteorological variables, the variable selected is the wind 
speed at  105m above sea level,  so that  the modelled  power  curve then corresponds to a 
transfer function from wind speed to wind power. Wind direction at this same height can also be 
used as an input  variable. However, since it  has been noticed it  did not  have a significant 
influence on estimated  power curve,  it  is  not  considered  here.  The mean of  all  ensemble 
members is the most suitable forecast to be used, if the ensemble should have a common 
power curve.   In that way,  we share one modelled power curve  as the transfer function  to 
measured wind power for all ensemble members  in order to obtain the wind power ensemble 
forecasts.  For  the  estimation  method,  the  optimal  forgetting  factor  allowing  for  adaptive 
estimation   was found  by using one-fold cross validation to be 0.995. Note, that the first  2 
months  of  the  dataset   were  considered  as  a  training/validation  period,  and  not  used  for 



forecast evaluation.

As an example, Figure 4 shows the power curves estimated at Horns Rev at the end of January 
2006 for a 4-hour ahead prediction, for both LS and orthogonal fitting of the power curve model. 
The difference between the two curves is significant, with the LS-fitted power curve being a 
flattened description of the true power curve of the wind farm. Using such power curves for the 
conversion of ensembles of meteorological variables to ensembles of wind power would yield 
under-dispersive ensembles.  

In addition we have generated a reliability diagram of the two methods, which is used to verify 
the correctness of the ensemble.  Figure 5 shows the reliability diagram for the classical LS 
method and the orthogonal fitting LS method. The advantage of using the orthogonal fitting 
method  can  clearly  be  seen.  To  improve  the  reliability  further,  the  next  step  would  be  to 
generate a power curve for each ensemble member. 

In parallel,  Figure 6 depicts an example  of a ensemble forecast of wind power including 75 
members for a 48 hour period. What is characteristic for this example is that the ensemble 
spread  increases  significantly  with  increasing  variability  of  the  weather  and  hence  power 
prediction. Especially in the range 27-36 hours ahead there are 2 relative strong down and up 
ramps present that could indicate partial cut-offs of a number of wind turbines.

Figure 5:  Riliability Diagram for a 24-hour ensemble forecast using a least square method 
(blue line) and the orthogonel least square method (red line).

Figure  6:  Example  of  a  48h  ensemble  forecast  for  the  Horns  Rev  wind  farm  using  the 
orthogonal fitted power curve (left figure) and the classical LS power curve (right figure). The 
green lines are observations.

Orth.fitted Power Curve
LS Power 
Curve



Summary and Conclusion

The aggregated output of the future Northsea wind farms has been estimated in hourly  time 
resolution using the MSEPS ensemble for a period of 30 months. The estimation method takes 
advantage  of  the  predicted  forecast  uncertainty,  which  is  a  predictor  for  the  error.  It  also 
benefits from two measurement sites that are situated such that they cover the Danish and 
German Northsea area well. The estimated production has been used to compute the actual 
forecast error for different forecast horizons and also the frequency of the generation.
The data set allows for computation of the ramps that would be required to match the demand 
and also the ramps required to correct for the actual forecast error. This is beyond the scope of 
this paper. However, it should be noted that it is possible to make accurate estimates of the 
technical  requirements  and  possibly  also  the  costs  of  the  integration  on  the  basis  of  the 
dataset.  By  February  2008  there  will  be  a  period  of  4  years  available  to  conduct  further 
analysis, which would increase the robustness of the estimate further. This will  also help to 
further improve the reliability of the ensemble forecast in power space with the orthogonal fitting 
method, as this method has shown an advantages over the classical LS methodology. To be 
able  to  model  the  steep  ramping  and  high  variability  at  large  wind  farms  correctly,  it  is 
necessary to apply a power curve that is more steep in its central part, and less biased for low 
and high power values. The orthogonal fitting is therefore a promising methodology to follow.

The conclusion at present is that short-term forecasting looking 1-4  hours ahead will have to 
be a requirement for safe operation of large amounts of offshore wind power in the Northsea. 
Consequently, the intra-day market structure has to be well functioning at that time. It is our 
plan to use the estimated generation as presented here to also compute the forecast error 
growth of the short-term forecasts in order to compute the ramping frequency distribution. This 
study will show at which installed capacity curtailment will have to be used to manage the grid 
and therefore also the capacity at which the feasibility of the investment start to level out. 
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